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Abstract. The ever increasing computing and storage capacity of smart
devices are enabling users to perform in them tasks that until now were
relegated only to devices with high computing capabilities (such as PCs
or laptops). Empowering users to employ in each moment the device that
best adapts to each concrete situation. This demands that the applica-
tions deployed on them should provide a consistent user experience when
users migrate from one device to another. The Liquid Software paradigm
facilitates the development of this kind of applications. However, in order
to get a more satisfying user experience, these applications should also
be adaptable to the specific context of each user. This position paper
presents the concept of Liquid Context, being the contextual informa-
tion that migrates across devices along with the applications and their
data. In addition, we also propose an architecture for the development
of context-aware liquid applications. These techniques will improve the
usability and the user experience of liquid applications.

Keywords: Liquid software · Context-aware · Liquid context · Virtual
profile

1 Introduction

The ever increasing computing and storage capacity of mobile devices has led
to a change in how users behave with these devices [16,28]. Currently, many
of the activities that were only performed on PCs (such as writing documents,
or editing photos or videos) are also done in any of these devices. In addition,
nowadays, other devices, such as televisions, cars or watches, are getting smarter.
So that, it is expected that they will take a more prominent role for executing
activities that today are relegated to a PC or a laptop [35], further increasing
the diversity of devices that we can use. Thus, which device to use will depend
on the context and the preferences of each user in each moment. Even, a user
may want to start an activity in a particular device and, when her situation
or context changes, to seamlessly roam to another device to continue it. In this
scenario, users will demand a similar usage experience on every device.
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Currently, migrating the activities that are being done in an application
from one device to another requires a great effort [6]. Users have to install the
application on each device, to synchronize the data used on each of them and,
for each change, to manually configure the instance of the application to its
state in the previous device. For example, if a user is using a music player on a
PC and wants to continue the music session on her smartphone, although the
application and all the songs could be already synchronized between devices,
she must select again the list and the specific song that she was listening. This
entails a repetitive effort for the user that could be reduced if the application
status would also be synchronized.

In the last few years, researches have been working on the Liquid Software
paradigm [33]. This paradigm proposes an architectural style and a range of
technologies to develop applications that can migrate its business logic, its data
and the application state to different devices. This provides a seamlessly user
experience when they roam across devices [24]. Thus, if the music player were
developed following this style, the user would be able to change of device without
having to select again the list nor the song.

However, to develop systems that can migrate their logic, data, and state is
not enough for some applications. Currently, Internet of Things (IoT) [9] and
Web of Things (WoT) [11] applications interact with a huge amount of devices.
For instance, a music player based on the WoT paradigm would interact with the
hi-fi system, the television or the speakers. In order to increase the user expe-
rience, these interactions and, even, the system behaviour may depend on the
users’ preferences and context. So far, these preferences and context were man-
ually set by the user. With the aim of reducing the effort required to configure
them, different approaches, such as Ambient Intelligence [5,22] and Context-
Aware [2,21], have been defined to identify the users’ needs and preferences and
to develop applications that can adapt their behaviour to them [14].

The need of developing applications aware of their users’ context will also
be a requirement for liquid applications. These applications, when they migrate
from one device to another, should also be aware of what are the user’s needs
and preferences. So that, they can dynamically adapt themselves to her profile
in order to fully provide a transparent roaming. This implies that the user’s
virtual profile must also be migrated, along with the application logic, data and
state, from one device to another. For example, the music player could suggest
songs depending on the user’s preferences and mood. But, for this functionality
to be correctly executed on any device, the user’s profile must be available and
updated at any device at which the user roam.

In this position paper the authors outline the concept of Liquid Context, as
the ability for the virtual profile to migrate across devices depending on the spe-
cific requirements of the applications deployed on them. In addition, this concept
is added as an enrichment of the architecture detailed by Mikkonen et al. for Liq-
uid Web Applications [24]. To that end, some modules responsible for building
and managing the user’s virtual profile is added to the architecture. These mod-
ules allow the development of context-aware liquid applications that can adapt
themselves to the user’s preferences independently of the device in which they
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are deployed. Liquid Context is part of a more extensive research work, called
Situational-Context [3], improving the integration and the interactions between
people and smart things in multi device systems.

To deeply detail the concept of Liquid Context, the rest of the paper is struc-
tured as follows. Section 2 presents the motivations for the development of Liquid
Context. Section 3 defines the concept of Liquid Context, the main challenges
that should be faced during its implementation and a proposed architecture for
context-ware liquid applications. Section 4 contains some related works. And,
Sect. 5 details the conclusions and the future works.

2 Motivations

In order to better illustrate the motivation of this work, the following running
example is used. Petter is an accountant. Today, he has a reservation in a new
restaurant that recently opened in the city. Before leaving his workplace, in the
PC, he starts a navigation application in order to review the route that he has
to follow to reach the restaurant. Then, he leaves work and gets into his car to
head to the restaurant. The ideal behaviour of these devices would be that, when
Petter gets into his car, the route viewed in the PC is automatically migrated
from the PC to the car. With current applications, Petter would have to start
the navigation application in the car, go to the history, and select the last viewed
route. This leads to a waste of time and increases his frustration.

One of the central aspect of Liquid Software [33] is to be able to fluidly move
an application, and its associated data, from one device to another without
requiring users to have an active attention in the roaming, or without having
to remember complex steps [34]. Thus, if the application used by Petter was
developed following the key requirements of Liquid Applications, its logic, the
selected route and the state of the application (for instance, the concrete part
of the route that Petter was viewing) would be transparently migrated from the
PC to the car.

Current applications, in order to provide a greater usability and user experi-
ence, can adapt their behaviour on the users’ contextual information [1]. Nowa-
days, there are a lot of works focused on gathering the user’s contextual informa-
tion and performing high level inferences in order to create more comprehensive
virtual profiles [8,27]. Likewise, there are some works focused on defining new
programming languages or new software adaptation techniques that are able to
take into account the virtual profile of the users [13,14,20]. The applications
developed with these techniques can adapt their behaviour to the needs and the
situation of each user. Thus, in the running example, if the navigation applica-
tion were develop to be context-aware, when Petter set the destination place and
the route is calculated, the application would query the virtual profile in order to
know if Petter usually goes to any other places before lunch. The virtual profile
could have stored that he usually goes to his wife’s workplace in order to pick
her up and have lunch with her. Therefore, the first route that the system would
offer to Petter would be going through the workplace of his wife, improving the
Petter’s experience and satisfaction.
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With the aim of providing maximum value, liquid applications should also
adapt their behaviour to the user’s profile. In the running example, if Petter’s
profile is also migrated to the car navigator, any recalculation of the route (due
to traffic jams or incidents in the road) would also take into account that he
should go first to the workplace of this wife.

In order to develop context-aware liquid application, the virtual profiles could
be integrated together with the domain data of the application, so that they
could be migrated altogether. However, their nature is quite different. First, the
application data are generally used only by that application, while the virtual
profile is generic and can be used by any application. Second, the construction of
the virtual profile requires the execution of inference rules that need high com-
puting capabilities that not all devices have. Finally, virtual profiles have a lot of
information, but applications normally only use a part of it, so a selective migra-
tion could be done in order to increase the data transfer efficiency. Therefore,
specific techniques to efficiently migrate the virtual profiles are needed.

Currently, there are different approaches, such as [19,30], storing the users’
virtual profiles in a central server. So that, they are always available to be
accessed by any device. Nevertheless, this also requires a constant communi-
cation with the sever, both to store the new contextual information in the users
profile and to access to them. This, inevitably incurs high communication over-
head [12].

In order to move data closer to mobile users, some studies propose to distrib-
utively store them on different mobile devices or on the users’ main device. In the
Ambient Intelligence paradigm, for example, some works use multi-agents sys-
tems to gather the users’ context and to react in a proactive and autonomously
way to it [26,31,32]. Even, the authors of this paper proposed, in previous works,
to use the smartphones as the key element to create and maintain these pro-
files [10,25]. However, the constant access to virtual profiles stored on mobile
devices can lead to a quickly drain of their battery, which is a crucial aspect for
them and for the success of mobile applications [23,29]. Therefore, new methods
for transferring and migrating the virtual profiles from one device to another are
needed. This requires that when an application is migrated, along with its logic,
data and state, the user’s virtual profile and the inference capabilities (i.e., the
inference engine and the rules) should also be migrated from one device to the
other.

In this paper the concept of Liquid Context is detailed as the contextual
information that can migrate or flow from one device to another. Moreover, an
architecture is proposed for the development of context-aware liquid applications.

3 Context-Aware Liquid Applications

3.1 Liquid Context

This section contains some important concepts to explain what the Liquid Con-
text is and what its main requirements are. As defined in [1] by Abowd et al., we
understand that the context is “any information that can be used to characterize
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the situation of an entity. An entity is a person, place, or object that is consid-
ered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, including the
user and applications themselves”. All the contextual information of an entity
is encapsulated into a virtual profile, representing that entity in the connected
world.

Concretely, the virtual profile of a person contains all the data gathered by
the sensors associated to her devices, both internal and external, and all the
actions performed with them. This profile not only maintains the fresh and
updated data collected in the latest instant, but it keeps a history with all the
gathered data. This history is ordered according to the date and time at which
the data were collected, forming a timeline with all the contextual information.
All these data are further processed to make inferences and draw high-level
information (such as the preferences, activities or profession of a person). The
virtual profile of a user is divided into the following parts:

– A Basic Profile containing the dated raw information of the person’s context
and the relationships with other people and devices. This profile can be seen
as a timeline with the changes and interactions that happened to her.

– Social Profile. This profile contains the results of the high level inferences
performed over the Basic Profile.

– Goals detailing the status of the environment the person desires to reach
regarding different issues of the daily life, ranging from temperature to social
interactions or the traffic conditions. These Goals can also be inferred from
the Basic and Social Profiles.

For the running example, the basic profile of Petter would contain informa-
tion on his locations and the people and devices with which he interacts. This
information, being temporally ordered, could be processed to infer where his
workplace is, who his wife is, what the places he more frequently visits are or
what the routes he usually follows in his car journeys are. All this information
would be stored in his social profile. In addition, both profiles could be fur-
ther analysed in order to identify Petter’s Goals, such as that he usually desires
driving on low congested roads.

The virtual profile could be stored in the user’s mainly device, which is
her companion device, but the information it contains would be required by all
devices and applications adapting their behaviour to her preferences. The Liquid
Context is the ability of all or part of the virtual profile of a person to migrate
from one device to another without having her to take any action, nor having to
manage the information flow. This allows a user, when changing from one device
to another, to have her virtual profile automatically available on the new device
to be used.

In the running example, the navigation application would require to be liquid
at least the part of the profile indicating that Petter picks his wife up every day
to go to lunch, so that it could be transferred from the PC to the car.
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3.2 Challenges

The development of Liquid Context and how it should be efficiently transferred
across devices presents a set of challenges. The main challenges to make the
people virtual profile liquid are:

Virtual profile location. The liquid context should always be available to
be consulted by any device when an application migrates from one device to
another. To achieve this, the virtual profile could be stored on a central server
or in the final devices. Being stored in a central server, it is more easily accessi-
ble. However, this also requires all sensors and devices to be constantly sending
updated information to the server to maintain it. In addition of requiring all
devices to constantly have global connectivity independently of the ambient con-
ditions, which leads to an increase in the data traffic and in the battery usage,
which may jeopardize the success of any application.

If the virtual profile is kept on the user’s companion device, all the data
gathered by its sensors would be locally stored, reducing the communication
requirements and the battery consumption. Nevertheless, this also implies that
when a user roams from once device to another, her virtual profile should also
be migrated. The size of the transferred information and the frequency at which
a user changes of device will indicate which alternative is the most efficient one.

Information transferred. Making the complete virtual profile liquid allows
any device to perform any operation based on the contextual information. But,
this also implies that a huge amount of information should be migrated. The
virtual profile stores a history with all the data gathered by the different sensors
and all the information inferred. Depending on the number of sensors and the
frequency at which they gather data, this history can be quite large.

Nevertheless, applications normally do not need access to the full virtual
profile. Depending on the purpose of the applications, they would only require the
access to a subset of the data. Therefore, if an application could define the subset
of contextual information required for its proper execution, only that subset
would be migrated, consequently the size of the transferred information would
be reduced. The virtual profile would be migrated, thus, on demand depending
on the applications needs.

Summarizing information. In order to further reduce the transferred infor-
mation, the subset of data required by an application could be summarized.
For the running example, the navigation application could require information
on the most frequented places. But, for the specific usage of guiding Petter to
the restaurant, only the most frequented places at noon would be necessary.
Techniques for summarizing the contextual information according to the specific
situation of usage of the application are also needed.

Simultaneous multi-device usage. Liquid applications, following the Liquid
Manifesto, can not only be executed sequentially on different devices, but they
can also be executed simultaneously on multiple devices. For example, Petter
could be simultaneous using the navigation application both in the car navigator
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and in his phone. In this situation, the same contextual information would be
duplicated in all devices. This implies that any update performed on the profile
stored in a device has to be duplicated in the other devices in order to maintain
the data synchronized.

Migrating the inference engine. Inference engines are normally used to build
the Sociological profile and to deduct the user’s goals. Normally, this engines have
to be executed in devices with high computation capabilities. Therefore, when
the virtual profile is migrated, it should also be identified whether the new device
has enough capabilities to run it. If it does not have them, a strategy should be
defined to identify where to deploy the engine and how to maintain updated the
profiles with its results.

Liquid Context and IoT. Even if a user does not directly use multiple devices
simultaneously with a single application, due to the proliferation of smart devices
connected to the Internet and the IoT, there may be several devices requiring
the context of a person to adapt their behaviour. For example, in a smart car,
the air conditioning would need to know the comfort temperature desired by the
user and the radio would require his musical style. The liquid context should
also allow the contextual information to flow to all devices requiring it to meet
the user’s goals. The part of the virtual profile that must be migrated to each
device should depend on the capabilities that they have to meet the user’s goals.

Predictability and degree of pro-activity. Interactions between devices
must be predictable. That is, they should be triggered according to the gathered
contextual information. In addition, users must be empowered to indicate the
expected behaviour depending on each specific context, must be able to stop an
interaction immediately and devices should also be able to detect when an inter-
action causes a rejection in the users. Thus, systems would have the pro-activity
degree desired by their users.

Turning off the context monitoring. Finally, technology should provide
users the ability to turn off any monitoring system and to stop registering the
context and the activities done by them. This would allow users to temporarily
leave the technological experience.

3.3 Architecture

Liquid Context could be incorporated to liquid software in order to develop
Ambient Intelligent and context-aware liquid applications. Figure 1 shows a pos-
sible architecture for this systems. It is derived from the architecture for liq-
uid applications defined in [24]. This architecture is based on the client-server
architectural style. Of course, depending on the computing capacity of the tar-
geted devices and the features of the applications, this architecture could also
be designed using other architectural styles.

The proposed architecture is divided into a server and a client side. The
server-side is responsible for performing the functionalities of the application
that are independent of the user or that require a high level processing capacity.
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The client-side, is responsible for interacting with the user and gathering the
contextual information required to build the virtual profile.

The server-side contains part of the business logic and the application data.
These should be generic parts of the liquid application that are not dependent
nor the device nor the user’s context. Thus, the user’ context does not have to be
stored on the server and can be maintained entirely on the client-side, reducing
the amount of information transferred. Coming back to the running example,
the different maps used by the navigation application and the algorithms for
calculating the routes would be located on the server side of the application. Both
elements are independent of the device and the user executing the application.

Fig. 1. Contex-aware liquid applications architecture.

The client-side contains, first, the user interface, adaptable to the different
devices on which the application can be deployed. Second, the specific data of the
application for that user. For instance, the colours or fonts preferred by Petter,
or the route that he is currently following to reach the restaurant. And, third,
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the logic of the application dependent of the device and the user’s context. The
logic dependent of the device adapts the user interface and the behaviour of the
system to the concrete device on which it is deployed. The logic dependent of
the user’s context accesses to the virtual profile to adapt the behaviour of the
system. For the running example, this logic would be composed by the required
algorithms for consulting Petter’s profile and getting information on the places
he usually visits at a specific hour. All these components should be developed
following the principles defined in Liquid Software manifesto, so that they can
be migrated from one device to another.

The client-side also contains the virtual profile of the user, containing the
basic profile, the social profile and the goals; the inference engine, which includes
all the inference rules for deducting the social profile and the goals; and the Pro-
file Manager module, managing the migration of the Liquid Context. The Profile
Manager, therefore, is the module responsible for minimizing the information
transferred. It identifies whether the full virtual profile and the inference engine
must be migrated to the new device, if it is enough transferring only a subset
of the contextual information and if that subset can be further summarized. For
this, the application should explicitly indicate which contextual information it
requires to correctly continue the execution of the system on another device. For
the running example, the navigation application would specify that information
on the user’s location and the frequency at which he visits every place would be
needed. Thus, only this information would be transferred to the PC or the car
navigator, saving data traffic and battery.

In addition, the Profile Manager module is responsible for maintaining syn-
chronized the virtual profiles deployed on different devices. Thus, if the navigation
application is simultaneously used in the car navigator and in the smartphone, the
Profile Manager detects it and maintains both profiles constantly synchronized,
so that both devices would have access to updated information.

3.4 Liquid Context and IoT

Finally, when an application is deployed on a device, the system could provide
specific skills or capabilities to the device. Thus, if a navigation application is
deployed on a smartphone, it acquires capabilities to guide its owner.

These skills allow the device to make decisions or to perform actions capable
of modifying the environment and aimed at achieving the user Goals. In the
running example, one of the goals inferred from Petter’s context could be that
he desires to “avoid highly congested roads”. The navigation application, since
it provides specific capabilities to achieve this goal, could get the virtual profile
of Petter and compute it in order to define a strategy for calculating routes
avoiding this kind of roads.

Like before, to make these decisions, a part of the virtual profile should be
migrated to the smartphone. To be able to transfer only a part of the profile,
the application should clearly define the skills that it provides to the device.
Then, when the application roam across devices, the Profile Manager module
computes these skills and the profile in order to identify the specific contextual
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information that should be migrated. In the running example, only the part of
the profile related with traffic and roads information would be migrated. This
would reduce the data traffic consumption.

Being able to migrate the user’s profile to devices, in order to achieve the
goals defined on that profile, reduces the effort required to configure and to
interact with IoT systems. These systems are composed by a huge amount of
devices, each one having different skills. The Liquid Context could be used to
identify the specific part of the context that should be migrated to each device,
reducing the data traffic and the battery consumption.

4 Related Works

Currently, there is a large amount of works related with the Liquid Context
in the Context-Aware [15], Ubicomp [4], User Modelling [17] and Ambient
Intelligence [22] areas. Some of their results will be used in the proposal detailed
in this paper to address the different challenges identified. Below some of them
are described.

There are works focused on managing people contextual information with
the aim of improving their experience in multi-device systems [7]. An important
subset of these approaches are working on storing the contextual information in
central servers. Thus, the virtual profile are accessible from every device.

In [30] the authors indicate that ubiquitous computing advocates the con-
struction of massively distributed systems that can be deployed in heterogeneous
devices. These systems should take into account the user’s context, adapting
themselves to different situations. Therefore, they propose a middleware facil-
itating the development of context-aware agents. This middleware consists of
an ontology describing the structure of the context to store, context providers
gathering and sensing information, context synthesizer getting the information
from the context provider to make high level information deduction, and context
consumers – or applications. The aggregated contextual information is stored on
specific agents or on central servers. This facilitates clients to access it. The
authors also claim that this allows heterogeneous agents to seamlessly interact
among each other.

In [18,19] the authors indicate that in order to enable context-awareness
for distributed applications, new architectural styles are needed to support the
gathering and interpretation of disseminated context attributes. Therefore, they
propose a context-aware middleware based on the client-server architecture. In
this middleware, a central server is responsible for structuring, representing, stor-
ing and interpreting the contextual information. The clients, which are mobile
devices, are responsible for acquiring the context, sending it to the server, getting
the processed information, and, by means of a specific API, working as a proxy
for multiple applications. The contextual-aware applications deployed on these
mobile devices, are responsible for adapting their behaviour to the contextual
information.

Having the profiles in a central server requires a high communication between
the devices and the server, both for storing new information and for consulting
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the virtual profile [12]. Thus, other works are focused on storing these profiles
on devices closer to the users.

In [26] the authors focused on the Ambient Intelligence environment. They
indicate that this environment covers a large number of devices and people. So,
in order to achieve a better scalability, they have defined a generic middleware
layer for transferring contextual information between devices. This middleware
is based on software agents in which context-awareness is implemented both in
the agent and in the logical topology of the agent system. Each agent in the
middleware runs on a specific device. Therefore, a high decentralization of the
contextual information is achieved. Each agent in the multi-agent system natu-
rally accesses, processes and shares context information. The agents communi-
cate between each other in order to exchange specific information and create a
more complete context graph.

In addition, the authors of this work have proposed different approaches in
this sense. In [10], the People as a Service (PeaaS) mobile-centric computing
model is proposed. This model allows sociological profiles of people to be gen-
erated, kept, and securely provided to third parties as a service. The main idea
behind PeaaS is that smartphones can be used to gather and create the virtual
profile of their owners. These profiles are then provided as a service, in the same
way that servers are used, for being consumed by other entities requiring the
contextual information.

In [25], the PeaaS paradigm is used to facilitate the integration of IoT sys-
tems into the smartphone owners’ life. To that end, smartphones are made the
architectural core of these systems, using the IoT sensors to create richer socio-
logical profiles of the phones’ owners and using this information to better adapt
the systems to their needs.

For accessing specific contextual information, these methods are adequate.
However, if an application needs to have a more direct access to the virtual
profile, then the required communication and the waste of battery associated to
it could be too high. Therefore, methods, like the one proposed in this paper, are
needed to make the virtual profile of a person liquid and to be able to migrate
it from one device to another.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In the near future, users will be connected to several heterogeneous devices and
they will be able to deploy virtually any application on any device. For providing
an engaging user experience, they will have to be perfectly adapted to the users’
needs and preferences, independently the device on which each application is
executed in each moment.

This position paper has presented the concept of Liquid Context. This con-
textual information is the part of the virtual profile of a user that can migrate
from one device to another. This will allow user to roam across devices trans-
parently and will reduce the effort required to reconfigure an application at each
change.
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We are currently working on formalizing the liquid context and on evaluating
the consumption required to migrate it. In the next year, we will develop the
solutions and the technology associated to the Liquid Context concept, rang-
ing from technologies for migrating it to programming models for developing
applications managing this context.
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